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Abstract 一 Different CAx systems are being utilized throughout the product lifecycle due to the practical reasons in the supply 
chain and design processes. One of the major problems facing enterprises of today is how to share and exchange data among 
heterogeneous applications. Since different software applications use different terminologies, it is difficult to share and 
exchange the product data with internal and external partners. This paper presents a method to enhance the CAD model 
interoperability based on feature ontology. The feature ontology has been constructed based on the feature definition of 
modeling commands of CAD systems. A method for integration of semantic data has been proposed, implemented, and tested 
with two commercial CAD systems.
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1. Introduction

Various software systems are being used throughout 
the lifecycle of a product. CAx systems are used during 
the processes of design, engineering, and manufacturing. 
PDM (product data management) and ERP (enterprise 
resource planning) systems are also used to integrate 
and manage the engineering information. D니e to practical 
reasons different CAx systems are being 니sed. One of 
the major problems facing enterprises of today is how 
to share and exchange data among heterogeneous 
applications. RTI (Research Triangle Institute) estimated 
that interoperability problems in the product design 
phase resulted in one billion dollar yearly in the 
automotive industry of USA [1],

STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model 
data) is a set of international standards to solve the 
interoperability problems between product models. 
STEP has has been successful as far as the explicit 
geometry is concerned. As a standard for sharing and 
exchange, STEP defines the generic geometric and 
non-geometric information required for the product 
data definition. However, it does not define semantics, 
which is the underlying information of features. There 
are on-going projects [2,3,4,5] inside the STEP 
committee of ISO (International Standard Organization) 
to share and exchange features. One of the problems 
with ISO 10303 STEP is that it does not provide a 
sound basis to reason with knowledge. To achieve 

collaboration in prod니ct development, representations 
of knowledge should s니pport multiple levels of 
abstraction. To adequately achieve this we need a 
formal method for representing features, such as using 
formal ontologies. We propose a method of mapping 
modelin응 features based on ontology to enhance the 
interoperability of feature-based CAD systems.

Previous researches on features in CAx system can 
be categorized as: (i) (machining) feature-based modeling 
in CAD systems, (ii) (machining) feature recognition 
from B-Rep model in CAPP/CAM systems, (iii) feature 
data sharing and exchange amon흥 heterogeneous CAD 
systems. For the case of (i), most of commercial CAD 
systems support the feature-based modeling. For the 
case of (ii), in the past two decades some useful 
methods have been developed for the limited applications. 
For the case of (iii), the procedural representation [2], 
the feature resource [3,4,6] and the macro-parametric 
[5,7,8,9] projects have been in progress within the 
Parametrics group of ISO TC184/SC4.

The approach of this paper is different from above 
approaches of category (iii) in that this paper proposes 
a data integration method in terms of semantic 
interoperability. To achieve semantic integration of 
heterogeneous data, an ontology method is applied. 
This paper proposes: (1) a way to construct the feature 
ontology, (2) a pilot implementation that verifies 
interoperability between two commercial CAD systems, 
CATIA and SolidWorks.

2. R이ated Works

Capturing and representing real world knowledge in 
information systems has been recognized in the domains
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Fig. 1. Concept of ontology[13]

of artificial intelligence, software re니se, and database 
management. Ontology has been proposed as means of 
representing knowledge for the development of database 
designs [10]. Ontology is defined as a specification of a 
conceptualization [11]. Fig. 1 shows vocabulary and 
structure of vocabulary of the corresponding domain. 
The structure of vocabulary is called taxonomy. Ontology 
consists of concept, relation, concept hierarchy, function 
relation, and axiom [12].

O : = { C, R, HC, rel, AO }
where
O : ontology, C : concept, R : relation,
HC : concept hierarchy, rel : function relation
AO : axiom.

Compared with the traditional classification structure, 
which consists of vocabulary and its structure, ontology 
endows semantics with data model by including additional 
rules, relations, constraints, and axioms. RDF, DAML 
+OIL, OWL [14], F-Logic [15], and KIF [16] are some 
representative languages for ontology representation.

Feature-based CAx applications have neither explicit 
feature taxonomy nor an explicit ontology. In order to 
exchange feature data between different CAD systems, 
it is necessary to categorize and organize features into 
families that are relatively independent of the application 
domain. Hierarchical structure of the feature taxonomy 
helps to facilitate the inheritance of feature properties 
and object-oriented implementation. Several fhat니re 
taxonomy schemes have been proposed such as CAM-I 
project [17], rotational parts taxonomy [18], Part 48 
and AP224 [28] of STEP. CAM-I constructed a feature 
taxonomy to derive the standard data representation for 
CAD systems, Kim [18] constructed a rotational 
feature taxonomy based on the features of PDES [20]. 
For feature-based data exchange, Spitz and Rappoport
[21] introd니ced the concept of Universal Product 
Representation (UPR) architecture and presented a 
methodology for feature-based data exchange between 
different commercial CAD systems. Dartig니es et al
[22] proposed an ontological approach for integrating 
CAD and CAPP. They developed a shared ontology 
and domain specific ontologies in the KIF (Knowledge 
Interchange Format) language. Domain specific 
ontologies are developed after analyzing the CAD 
software and the CAPP software.

In the building and construction domain, there have 
been efforts to use feature ontology to estimate the 

construction cost. IFC (Industry Fo나ndation Classes) 
defines modeling features from the viewpoint of 
designers of the construction domain [23]. Staub- 
French et al. [24] extended the scope of features by 
adding required features to IFC standard. Their ontology 
is formal, general, and system independent. They 
implemented a construction cost estimation system by 
adding supplementary features such as an opening and 
a turn which have to be considered for cost estimation.

For the manufacturing process, Ciocoiu et al. [25] 
used ontology to express semantic information among 
different applications that should be integrated. They 
presented an example of 니sing a common ontology as 
an Interlingua for facilitating exchange of manufacturing 
process information between ProCap and ILOG. 
Gruninger et al. [26] 니sed Process Specification 
Language (PSL) as a mediator ontology. The PSL 
defines a neutral representation for manufacturing 
processes. The axioms of PSL are organized into PSL- 
Core and a set of extensions. PSL-Core is the set of 
axioms written in KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) 
and uses only the non-logical lexicon of PSL-Core. 
The purpose of PSL-Core is to axiomatize a set of 
intuitive semantic primitives that is adequate for 
describing the fundamental concepts of manufacturing 
processes.

Kim et al. [27] proposed the product ontology and 
showed how to share information by semantic mapping 
based on the ontology. They focused on ontology design 
procedures, and semantic mapping. Patil et al, [28] 
utilized a standards-based approach to develop a Product 
Semantic Representation Language (PSRL). To enable 
semantic interoperability, mathematical logic and 
corresponding reasoning has been used to determine 
semantic eq니ivalences between the application ontology 
and the PSRL.

Choi [7] and Mun [8] define a neutral set of 
modeling commands that describes features and design 
history and then exchange data using the XML file of 
commands history. Although that method allows 
mappings between different terminologies which mean 
the same but syntactically different, the mappings can 
be done only grammatically, not semantically. To allow 
the semantic mappings, this paper extends the approach 
of [9] by using ontology to interface heterogenesis 
CAD systems in a semantic way.

Compared with the previews researches, this paper 
focuses on the practical CAD model interoperability 
with: i) the feature ontology based on the marco- 
parametrics approach; ii) the application of commercial 
CAD systems such as CATIA and SolidWorks.

3. Ontology Based Feature Sharing

3.1. Layered ontology
To develop and apply ontologies, ontologies are 

classified into different lev이s. A classification system
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Fig. 2. Classification of ontologies.

that 니ses the subject of conceptualization as the main 
criterion has been introduced by Guarino [29]. He 
s니ggests the development of different kinds of 
ontologies according to the level of generality such as 
shown Fig. 2. The upper ontology describes general 
concepts which are independent of a particular domain. 
The domain ontology describes the vocabulary of a 
domain by specializing the concepts introd니ced in the 
upper ontology. The application ontology is has a 
narrow scope for the particular problem.

The upper ontology corresponds to the underlying 
concept of design features and the domain ontology 
corresponds to ISO 10303 AP224 [19] for machining 
features and Part 42 [30] for shapes. The application 
ontology has been built using the neutral modeling 
commands of the macro-parametric method [7,8], The 
macro-parametric method is intended to transfer 
parametric information by exchanging the macro (or 
journal, script) file which contains the modeling 
history.

3.2. Building the ontology
The top-down approach of Fig. 3 is suitable for a new 

application area where the shared ontology defining the 
common terminologies is built first and the source 
ontologies are built by inheriting the shared ontology 
afterwards. This helps different applications to 
interoperate because their data models are related.

However, many applications already exist and are 
developed based on different data models. As shown in 
Fig. 3, the source ontology and the shared ontology can 

be bridged based on pre-exiting source ontologies. This 
bottom-up approach is necessary when heterogeneous 
data sets are integrated after applications have been 
established in the domain. The bridging is defined by 
axioms that specify the relations between different 
applications. The bridging describes the relations of 
syntactically different but semantically same data [30]. 
In this paper, the neutral commands of the macro
parametric approach, which have been defined by 
analyzing modeling commands of several commercial 
CAD systems, are formatted as the shared ontology 
using OntoEdit. Source ontologies are implemented by 
inheriting axioms from the shared ontology.

The macro-parametric approach defines a set of 
feature modeling commands [5,6] to exchange feature
based CAD files. Macro-parametric commands have 
semantics compared to the current STEP AP203 or Part 
42 because modelin응 commands have more semantics 
than B-rep. Still, macro-parametric commands do not 
have enough semantics for automatic feature translations. 
We have implemented the shared ontology based on 
the feature commands defined in the macro-parametric 
by adding semantic information. We also constructed 
the system-specific source ontologies of two commercial 
CAD systems and bridged them by defining axioms.

Because commercial CAD systems had been developed 
based on their own data models, they can be analyzed 
to build the source ontologies. As the previous studies 
[5,6] of authors have defined a set of neutral 
commands, they are translated to the shared ontology.

3.3. Reasoning using ontology
The shared ontology can be defined by the domain 

expert who knows the corresponding domain. The 
source ontologies can be defined by the application 
experts who know the application and also understand 
the shared ontology. Even if the expert of A knows 
only the application A and the shared ontology, while 
the expert of B knows only the application B and the 
shared ontology, the two applications can interoperate 
through the reasoning of axioms.

To share and exchange data between heterogeneous

Top down - " ideal " Bottom up - practical

Fig. 3. Different approaches ofbuilding ontology.
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Fig. 4. Reasoning with ontolog.

systems, the reasoning sho나Id map data whose syntactic 
definitions are different b니t semantics are same, If the 
shared ontology is bridged with the source ontology A 
and with the source ontology B respectively, then the 
application A and the application B can interoperate 
(See Fig. 4).

Bridging is possible by defining axioms. Axioms of 
the source ontology A and the source ontology B are 
defined by inheriting the axioms from the shared ontology. 
Additional axioms are defined for the application 
specific data whose semantics are different or whose 
semantics are deficient. This approach does not 
guarantee that there are no contradictions between the 
source ontology A and the source ontology B. If the 
axioms are strictly defined in accordance with the 
shared ontology, it can be assumed that there are no 
contradictions. The method to resolve these contradictions 
is beyond the scope of this paper at this time.

4. Ontology of Modeling Features

4.1. Taxonomy of modeling features
To build the ontologies of modeling features of CAD 

systems, the taxonomy of modeling features has been 
constructed by analyzing the manufacturing features 
defined in AP224, the feature resource [4], and the 
neutral commands set [7,8,9], AP224 and the feature 
rcso니rce define form features, but the macro-parametric 
also defines operations required to b니ild a solid model. 
"modify_operation" or "select operation" are examples. 
The feature taxonomy of Fig. 5 is used to represent the 
feature ontology. The prismatic, rotational, auxiliary, 
operation, and sheet features are inherited from the 
solid_feature. The features of this level are abstract 
features that can not be instantiated. The instantiable 
features are prismatic_primitive_feature, extruded feature, 
swept feature, and lofted_fbat나re.

Based on the feature taxonomy, the other elements of 
ontology s니ch as concepts, inheritance, relations, and 
range are defined. The pocket concept in Fig. 6 contains 
the target fece on which the 아(etch is drawn, the 
direction, the height, the length, and the width as 
relations. The range specifies the type of the data.

4.2. Axiom
The axiom enables semantic query in the ontology. 

Humans can recognize the syntactically different facts 
of same meaning, but machine cannot do so without a 
n explicit description. An axiom provides knowledge 
with the data model so that it allows machine to 
니nderstand the meaning of the fact. F-Logic is used for

prismatic primitive feature

-hJ prismatic volumetnc feature

so!id feature

1 丨 1
「』rotationaijeature | | auxiliary_feature | I sheet„feature 1

1
rotational primitive feature 「서 operation feature

select_operation

—J jfewe

—►Ipnsmatic protrusion feature
boolean_operation

lofted_feature

swept feature

Fig. 5. Taxonomy of the modeling features
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//CONCEPTS-----------------------
solid_feahire::DEFAULT_ROOT_CONCEPT.
]Otati0nal_featwe::solid_feaftue.
roMtional_primitive_faature::rotatioiial_feature.
hole::rotatioiial_primitive_featiwe.
roiind_hole::h 이 e.
//LOCAL RELATIONS-----------------------
round_hole[cs 以 oord_sys;

center 今 position;
depth 今 DOUBLE;
bottom_aiigle=^DOUBLE;
head_an 으le今DOUBLE;
bottom_type=^INTEGER].

//AXIOMS-----------------------
nile _1: FORALL X,Y,W (X[W=>Y] AND

Y[x->DOUBLE;y=>DOUBLE;z=>DOUBLE]) 一 

(X[x=>DOUBLE;y=>DOUBLE;z=>DOUBLE]).
nile _2: FORALL X.Y (X[cs^Y] AND 

YloriginUpositiomdUdirectigdy今direction;dz今direction])— 
(X[origin 今 position/x^directigdyH字 directi 이 i;dz今 direction]).

Fig. 6. An example of concept, relation, and range. Fig. 8. Ontology definition of the ro너nd_hole feature.

Hole d疝niHon in CATTA |

Set refereiicel = parti. CreateReferenceFromBR 혀)Name(

"BordetFVertex:(BEdge:(Brp;(Sketch.2;l);None:(Limit$] ：0；Liinits2：0));

WitliTeinporatyBody;WithoutBuildEiTor;WitliIiiitialFeatiireSupport)",factoiy2Dl)

Set refera)ce2 = parti. CreateRefereiiceFroniBRepNainef

"FStir:(Face:(Bq):(Pad.l;2);None:()):

WithTaiipoi-aiyBody;WithontBiuldEnoi;Witl)IiiitinlFeatnreSupport)",padl)

Set holel = shapeFactoryl. AddNewHoleFioniRefPoiiitfreferaicel, refei «ice2, 10.000(X)0)

Hole definitig in SolidWorl茶 ]__________________________________________________________

Part.FeatiueMaiiager.HoleWizard 2, 0, 21, "U16”. 0, 0.007935. 0.01,1, 2.059488517353,

0,0, 0,0, -1,-1,-1,-1,-1

Fig. 7. Different definitions of h이e features in CATIA and 
SolidWorks.

ontology representation in this paper. F-Logic is a 
deductive, object-oriented database language which 
combines the declarative semantics and expressiveness 
of deductive database languages with the rich data 
modeling capabilities supported by the object-oriented 
data model.

Definitions of modeling features of various CAD 
systems are slightly different. For example, in the case 
of the hole feature, the center position of the hole is 
represented by one Cartesian point in CATIA, whereas 
it is represented by three real numbers in SolidWorks. 
Fig. 7 shows how the definitions of hole features in the 
two CAD systems are different. In this context, axioms 
enable CAD systems to understand each other by 
specifying that two syntactically different variables are 
semantically same.

Fig. 8 shows an example of ontology definition 
where axioms are written in F-Logic format. In the 
concepts section, a hierarchy of a round_hole feature is 
defined. A rotational_f3at니re is inherited from a solid_ 
feature and a rotational_primitive_feature is inherited 
from a rotational_feature in turn. A round hole is 
inherited from a hole. In the local relations section, 
properties and ranges of the round hole is defined. 
This definition of round_hole is based on the set of 
neutral modeling commands proposed by Mun [8]. 
Two rules are defined in the axioms section, where the 

first rule states that if and only if a concept X has a 
property W whose range is Y and Y has three properties 
of DOUBLE type, then X has three properties of 
DOUBLE type. In F-Logic, 'X:Y' expresses that X 
belongs to class Y; 'X::Y' expresses that X is a subclass 
of Y; 'X[YnZ]‘ states that the single-valued method Y 
is defined as a member of the class X and the 
corresponding result object belongs to the class Z. The 
second axiom in Fig. 8 represents that a variable whose 
attribute is of a Y type and a Y has four variables 
equals a variable whose has same kind of four 
variables as the attributes.

4.3. Mapping and reasoning
One-to-one mapping can be defined for concepts 

between the shared ontology and the scarce ontology. 
The mappings for concepts are stored in the source 
ontology. After the shared ontology has been built 
based on the neutral commands set, the application 
expert builds the source ontology using the shared 
ontology. If the mappings for concepts are not defined, 
the reasoning mechanism detects the mapping. In 
addition, for concepts that cannot be mapped one-to- 
one, reasoning by the relation axioms is applied. Both 
the mappings for concepts and the relation axioms have 
been manually defined.

If the mapping between concepts is defined manually, 
it explicitly states that two syntactically different 
concepts represent the same data. The manual mapping 
is defined by local relations and axioms in this paper. 
The round hole feature and the simple hole feature in 
Fig. 9 represent the same feature information. The 
difference between the two in addition to the name 
difference is how they define their properties. The 
types of all properties of the simple_hole are primitive 
types whereas the types of some properties of the 
round hole are concept types. A primitive type is a 
built-in object type defined in F-Logic. The mapping 
tells that the properties of two feature definitions are 
semantically identical by explicitly describing the
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〃 Hole defljation in tile shared ontology
roimd_hole[c$=ncoord〜 sys;cent 이==>po$ition;depth=>DOUBLE;bottom*mglb>DO  
UBLE;head_aiigle=>DOUBLE;bottoni_type=>INTEGER].

// Hole definition in the source oittology for SoUdlVorks
simple_hole[ojc=>DOUBLE;oy=>DOUBLE;oz=>DOUBLE;dxl^>DOUBLE;dx2=> 
DOUBLE;dx3=>DOUBLE;dyl=>DOUBLE;dy2=>DOUBLE;dy3->DOUBLE;dzl 
=>DOUBLE;dz2=>DOUBLE;dz3=>DOUBLE;deptli=>DOUBLE;diaiiieter=>DOU
BLE;flip=>BOOLEAN;dir=>BOOLEAN：htype=>INTEGER;etype=>INTEGER;an 
glel^D0UBLE;awgle2=>D0UBLE].

coord_sys[origin=>positioii;dx=>directioii;dy=>directioii;clz=>direction].
direction[x=>DOUBLE;y=>DOUBLE;z=>DOUBLE].
position[x=>DOUBLE;y=>DOUBLE;z=>DOUBLE].

// The axiom to bridge the syntactic fKfference
FORALL X,Y ( X： (sin^le_hoie[centei~>Y]))—
(X:(simple_iiole[ox=>DOUBLE;oy=>DOUBLE;oz^>DOUBLE])).

Fig. 9. Axiom bridges syntactically different concepts.

difference of definition. The mapping is defined by 
axiom. The axiom in Fig. 9 describes that the center 
point of the hole feature can be defined by a Cartesian 
point or by three real numbers. The round_hole feature 
defined in Fig. 9 has the center property. The center is 
defined as a position in the Cartesian coordinates 
system. Some CAD systems define the center by three 
variables of the do니ble type as the property. Other 
CAD systems define the center by the double array of 
size three. This kind of syntactic heterogeneity is 
bridged by the axiom that shows two concepts are 
semantically same. Fig. 9 shows that the axiom bridges 
syntactically different concepts.

4.4. Semantic query
The ontology-based application can support semantic 

queries. Fig. 10 shows that the syntactically different 
but semantically same concepts are searched by the 
single query statement. The following query statement, 
described in F-Logic, means that 'search the feature 
which has the center as the property':

FORALL X, Y, W J X : (Y[center=>W]).
Where, FORALL X, Y <— X:Y means that "find the 

entities X and Y such that Y is the instance of X". In 
Fig. 10, the counterbored and the HoleWizard define

Qiiery senrense

FORALL A, B. C, D. W <- (A[has_center-»B] AND 
B:position[has_ox-»C; has_oy-»D; has__oz-»W]).

FORALL A, B, C?D A:HoleWizard[ ~
selectedbyX-»B. selectedbyY-»C, selectedbyZ-»D],

FORALL X, Y <- X:shaft[ha$start an엉e-»Y].

Counterbored!.[ 
has_bottom_type-»V_bottoml; 
h as_center-»positionl;

]■…
Position】」______ ,

has_ox-J>>0; t
has_oy-*»-30 ；f
has_oz-i»50]. < '、、，

Shaftlj ------ '* \
has_profiie-»sketcli5; \ ,
has_start_angle-»360; \ : 
has_end__angle->> 이. \ /

Instance of ontology A

HoleWizard]」
hasHoleDepth-»40;

selected byX-^>0： *
sei ectedjjyY- 30;:
sei ected byZ ->>50.].: 

pe^tureRevolvelf
hasAn^e-»6.2R318530718;
hasProfile-»sketch4;
hasRevType~»0].

Instance of ontology B

Fig. 10. Semantic query by axiom.

the same feature but their terms and properties are 
different. By the query statement, the center(has_center) 
of the counterbored and the center(selectedbyX, selectedby 
Y selectedbyZ) of the HoleWizard can be found 
through reasoning.

Query statements should be consistent to query 
concepts. The query for the upper-level search, the 
query fbr the lower-level search, the query for 
ownership as well as fbr simple terminology should be 
defined. The users want to query the application 
without the complex F-Logic format. They need a 
natural lang나age representation of predefined queries in 
the graphical user interface.

5. Implementation and Experiment

Fig. 11 shows the IDEF-0 activity diagram of the 
implemented application. In an IDEF-0 diagram, the 
arrows means, clockwise from the left, inp니t, control, 
output, and mechanism. The implementation focuses 
on searching the same type of design features from 

Mapping between 

feature ontology and neutral commands

Fig. 11. IDEF-0 activity diagram of the implemented system.
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different feature-based CAD systems, which is possible 
by a query based on the shared ontology. Also, feature 
editing such as hole removal or modification of the 
h이e radius is possible. The inp니t files are the 
commands history of commercial CAD systems such 
as CATIA or SolidWorks. The input commands history 
is translated into the instance of the feature ontology 
(AO). Design features in the instance file are searched 
and edited through the queries based on the feature 
ontology (Al). The modified modeling features are 
translated into the instance of the receiving CAD 
system (A2). The commercial ontology tools, OntoEdit 
and OntoBroker [31], are used for the implementation. 
OntoEdit is an ontology b니ilding tool and OntoBroker 
is a reasoning engine which enables semantic queries.

The implemented system is composed of three 
mod니les: OntoSmart-Translator, OntoSmart-Query, and 
OntoSmart-Editor. The OntoSmart-Translator module 
is the pre-processor that translates the commands 
history of a commercial CAD system into the ontology 
instances based on each system's feature ontology. The 
OntoSmart-Query is the module that queries the 
modeling features in terms of the shared ontology. The 
commercial tool, OntoBroker, is incorporated into the 
OntoSmart-Q니cry module. The OntoBroker provides 
the communication mechanism via TCP/IP. Once the 
connection to the OntoBroker server is established, the 
OntoBroker server returns the query result of a string 
type with the query inp니t of a string type. Once the 
specific feature is retrieved by a query, the OntoSmart- 
Editor modifies attributes of the feature. The OntoSmart- 
Editor can modify the properties of the feature or 
remove the feature.

Fig. 12 shows that the c이jnterbored hole 花at니res 
from two Y-shaped parts are modified simultaneously 
by a single editing command. The parts are modeled by 
CATIA and SolidWorks respectively. The modeling 
result can be saved as script files of CATIA and 

SolidWorks. The script file consists of a series of 
modeling commands which are used to generate the 
part. A pilot system has been implemented which is 
able to modify the feature of a CATIA part file or a 
SolidWorks part file using the feature definition of the 
shared ontology.

The operational scenario of the implemented system 
is as follows: i) there exist the shared ontology of the 
feature based modeling system and so니！ce ontologies 
of CATIA and SolidWorks respectively. These ontologies 
are generated using the OntoEdit tool. Inputs are a 
CATIA script file and a SolidWorks script file; ii) 
OntoSmart-Translator translates each script file into the 
instance file which conforms to each so니rce ontology; 
iii) translated instance files are loaded onto OntoSmart 
and 니ser input features which will be modified through 
the graphical user interface; iv) F-Logic commands are 
generated based on the input features and feature 
information can be retrieved by OntoSmart-Query 
which uses the generated F-Logic commands. The 
generated F-Logic commands follow the definition of 
the shared ontology. OntoSmart-Query 니*  the 
functionality of OntoBroker; v) features can be modified 
according to user input, which results in modified 
ontology instance files. These files are translated back 
to script files of CATIA and SolidWorks respectively. 
This task is done by OntoSmart-Editor and OntoSmart- 
Translator respectively; vi) finally, modified parts can 
be displayed after CATIA and SolidWorks read the 
resulting script files.

The feature-based CAD systems are widely 니sed in 
the mechanical industry these days. The method 
proposed in this paper is the novel solution to manage 
and integrate the heterogeneo니s commercial CAD data 
in the field. The company which needs to manage the 
CAD data modeled by several different CAD systems 
with a 니nified and consistent view will benefit by the 
approach of the paper. The limitation of current 

' SolidWorks script
S이i허Works part

SolidWorks script -

Soli어Works part

Fig. 12. Simultaneous modification of the counterbored features.
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implementation is that it does not deal with native CAD 
part files but it deals only with the script file of a CAD 
system. To manage native CAD part files, a feature tree 
extraction module using APIs of commercial CAD 
systems should be implemented. That mod니le can be a 
substitute for OntoSmart-Translator module.

6. Conclusion

An ontology-based method is proposed to enable the 
semantic interoperability of the feature-based CAD 
data. It allows commercial CAD systems to share and 
exchange feature-based CAD models semantically. The 
taxonomy of modeling features and the shared feature 
ontology have been constructed by analyzing the STEP 
AP224, the feature-resource and the macro-parametrics 
approaches. The macro-parametrics approach has 
primarily been used to define the shared ontology. To 
enable the semantic interoperability, the r이ational 
axioms have also been defined. The proposed system 
has been implemented and tested. Design features of 
the two commercial CAD systems have been queried 
and edited through the user interface where two 
systems work as sin이e application. Further research 
may accesses the CAD systems 니sing the application 
programming interface (API), and construct a more 
rigid and rob냐st relational and functional axioms.
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